The compact hybrid
continuous lighting solution
for photo and video

+ Contemporary, innovative technology. Powerful and lightweight.
+ Flattering color rendition. Slightly warmer color temperature
between warm and neutral white - especially tailored to skin tones.
+ Natural, neutral, not too cold daylight.
+ Equipped with one of the most advanced and efficient
LED module available.
+ Luminous flux of 6000 lumens (lm),
equivalent aprox. 650 W halogen light.
+ Extremely high luminous efficacy (lm/W): More “brightness”
per Watt compared to halogen light sources.
+ Output control with 2.5 stops in ½ steps
with Multi-Voltage Power Pack.
+ Extremely durable LED module with a lifetime of over 50,000 hours.
+ No heat generation and heat accumulation in the LED module
and light modifiers. Silent active fan cooling.
+ Going Green? Low power consumption, no harmful UV radiation,
LED module contains no mercury.
+ Limitless light shaping possibilities: Compatible
with all Multiblitz P-Type bayonet light modifiers.
+ Built-in Multi-Voltage Technology (MVT): 90-260V for outdoor
photo and video shoots with the Multiblitz PROPAC battery
pack. Worldwide automatic voltage recognition in 110V
and 230V power grids.

”T he Multiblitz V6 offers infinite new capabilities for various lighting applications.
Final Imaging results can be seen straight–
away. The V6 LED light is quickly controllable
for novices and an innovative tool for
seasoned professionals. It offers a multitude of possibilities for wedding and people photography, when the V6 is used for
photography and videography to capture
every moment. When shooting outdoors,
I also like it to brighten up daylight.“
- LED-PIONEER FIRAT BAGDU
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FOTO

++ Ideal for beauty, portrait, people and
table-top photography.
++ Homogeneous light with natural character,
soft shadows and uniform distribution.
++ A easy to use light for photo newbies. Intuitive
to operate, no unexpected differences between
the subject illumination and image result.

++ New creative possibilities for experienced
professionals. Ideal for goal oriented workflows
with quick results.
++ Compatible with all camera TYPES, FROM SMARTPHONE
TO LARGE FORMAT.
++ No synchronization, no cables,
easy color matching.

Lowkey with 60 x 100 softbox
& 2x 30 x 120 strip

highkey with octa70 & 2x 30 x 120 strip
& REFLECTOR DISC 50 cm
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Portraiture with
60 x 100 softbox

Beauty Portraiture with
Beauty Dish & Softscreen
„STORMGREY“ - Background
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>> Set Up

VIDEO

++ A true movie light for videographers: Providing
a slightly warmer color temperature, without
the irritating point pattern effect of LED panels.

++ Reliable and silent by a combination OF
AW-6063 ALUMINUM/SILICON HEAT sink and active
Silencer fan.

++ Quick and easy adaption to the ambient light.

++ A WIDE RANGE OF MULTIBLITZ P-TYPE LIGHT MODIFIERS
AVAILABLE FOR VIDEO: SOFTBOXES, OCTABOXES, GRIDS,
BARN DOORS, GELS AND MUCH MORE.

++ Easy handling: Can be used on a tripod, monopod,
or just held in your hand.

Photokina spot 2014

Video by: Stefan Ditner // www.stefanditner.de // Model: Alida HilPÜSCH

>> Go to www.multiblitz.com to SEE THE VIDEO !
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The compact hybrid continuous lighting solution
for photo and video

>> V6 LEDLIGHT
Contemporary & Innovative.
Compact & efficient.

>> V6 MULTI-VOLTAGE
POWER PACK

V6 LEDLight
SPECIFICATIONS:
++ Color temperature: 4000 K,
STABLE OVER ENTIRE CONTROL RANGE
++ Luminous flux: 6000 lm, (equivalent 650 W
halogen)
++ Illuminace: 1782 lux @2 m
++ Light spread @2 m/@60° beam angle
with standard reflector (FILNOS): 2,31 m
++ Coverage area @2 m/@60° beam angle
with standard reflector (FILNOS): 4,19 m2
++ Efficacy: 85 lm/W
++ CRI > 92 (+/-2%)
++ Chromaticity tolerance (CCx, CCy): +/- 0,0005 %
++ Lifetime (light degradation, L70): 50,000 h
++ MULTI-VOLTAGE: 90-260V
++ UL-, RoHS- & CE- normed
++ Bayonet-mount: P-type
++ Dimensions, mm / in:
261 x 110 x 162 / 10.2 x 4.3 x 6.4
++ Weight V6, kg / lbs: 1.4 / 3.0
++ Weight MV Power Pack, kg / lbs: 0.6 / 1.3w

OPTAINABLE PERFORMANCES WITH PROPAC BATTERY PACKS,
V6 @ FULL POWER:
++ 1 x V6
W/ PROPAC 1:
70 min.
++ 2 x V6
W/ PROPAC 1:
35 min.
++ 1 x V6
W/ PROPAC 2:
150 min.
++ 2 x V6
W/ PROPAC 2:
75 min.

Propac 1

Propac 2
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